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“OUR PRECIOUS WORLD
NEEDS ELECTRIFICATION“

L

ike its predecessor, this year’s 15th CTI
Symposium USA used a digital format.
This did nothing to d
 etract from the
lively discussions on how best to continue the
process of electrification. Besides two expert
discussions, covered in an own article, and
eight technical sessions, nine plenary s peeches
showed what’s moving the industry.

FOR LONG HAULS, HYDROGEN
WILL BE CHEAPER THAN DIESEL

Charles Freese
Executive Director, Global Fuel
Cell Business, G
 eneral Motors

Charles Freese, Executive Director, Global Fuel
Cell Business, G
 eneral Motors, talked about
‘General Motors Hydrotec – land, sea, & air

 ower mobility solutions’. GM Hydrotec is the
p
General Motors division d
 eveloping a
 ffordable
fuel cell drives for these applications.
Particularly for long-distance heavy haulage,
Freese sees fuel cell as a sensible alternative.
He said its advantages over BEV drives were
outstanding energy density, quick refueling
and less sensitivity to temperature d
 ifferences
– plus the fact that payloads are h
 ardly
affected, particularly in commercial vehicles.
Freese illustrated this with an example of a
50,000 lbs (≈ 22,680 kg) truck that covered
350 miles per day in two shifts. Compared to
a diesel drive, hepointed out that fuel cell and
hydrogen ‘cost’ 3% of the payload, while a BEV
drive ‘cost’ 22%. He said GM was cooperating
with Honda on fuel cell propulsion. This would
help to further reduce costs, and fuel cell
drives would ultimately be cheaper than diesel
drives in heavy-duty applications.

HYBRID DRIVES “WILL STAY
IN THE ARENA”

Michael Solt
Global Head of Transmission,
Driveline and Axles, Stellantis
USA

Michael Solt, Global Head of Transmission,
Driveline and Axles, S
 tellantis USA, gave a
succinct overview of today’s and tomorrow’s
hybrid drives in his lecture entitled ‘Future of
hybrid technologies’. A huge variety of hybrid
drives now exists in the automotive s ector.
Solt explained the differences in the underlying
architectures of s erial, parallel, serial-parallel
and power split. He covered the variants from
P0 to P4 and various combinations, all of
which are in series production apart from P3.
Solt then gave insights into the pros and cons

of add-on transmissions versus DHTs, and the
requirements for various vehicle types and
segments. Looking f orward, Solt is backing
single-mode and serial hybrids, saying both are
relatively simple mechanically. He said the nice
thing about serial drives was that they were
well suited for range extenders with a larger
battery. His general outlook: „The long time
end-game is with BEVs but hybrids will stay in
the arena.“ Solt sees some p
 otential for further
improvement in electric motors, for instance
from new motor types, magnets without rare
earths, or improved windings, laminates and
sensors.
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BATTERY COSTS ARE STILL
A KEY TO SUCCESS

V. Anand Sankaran
Director,
Electrified P
 owertrain Engineering,
Ford Motor Company

V. Anand Sankaran, Director, Electrified
Powertrain Engineering, Ford Motor C
 ompany,
talked about the ‘Electrification revolution
– ICE to BEV transition’. Sankaran believes
electrification has accelerated considerably,
with consumers increasingly accepting the
technology.
He said global sales of PHEVs and BEVs had
increased by 98 percent since 2020 alone.
Politically, he sees g
 reater a
 cceptance in the
USA too, now that the country has rejoined
the Paris Agreement, and Joe Biden has set
a target of 50 percent z ero-emission v
 ehicles
for 2030. Ford, he said, was pursuing m
 ultiple
development paths including power-split
hybrids, parallel hybrids and fully electric
vehicles. For 2030, Sankaran predicted market
shares for BEV drives of a respectable 33
percent in full-size pickups, and a good 70
percent for buses and delivery v
 ehicles. The

challenges he f oresees include growing a
fast-charging infrastructure, and demand for
raw materials. In an interesting comparison
of ICE and electric drives including batteries,
he pointed out that electric cars required six
times more minerals than combustion engines,
so recycling capacities would need to be
expanded. Some final thoughts from Sankaran:
Battery costs are still a key to success. Silicon
carbide semiconductors will enable great
advances. And „Our precious world needs
electrification.“

MODULAR HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

percent, by which time Europe would likely
have more than 320 ‘low-emission z ones’;
an a
 dditional factor was the growing ‘green
mindset’. Stierle said Vitesco wanted to
contribute to the d
 evelopment with entire
systems, not just a complete component
kit. Functional complexity would also keep
growing because of electrification. To avoid
the need for more control units, Vitesco was
relying on a simplified h
 ardware a
 rchitecture,
with functional domains in the form of
master c ontrollers and a modular software
architecture. Stierle ended by presenting a
range of Vitesco solutions: a heated catalyst
system for high-voltage hybrids, a ‘smart’
thermal management system for PHEVs, a
scalable system for electrical axle drives,
and an equally scalable new generation of
inverters.

Thomas Stierle
Executive VP Electrification
Technology, Vitesco

Thomas Stierle, Executive VP Electrification
Technology, Vitesco, expects BEVs to b
 reak
through by the end of the decade. In his
lecture ‘Leading a fast transition to electric
mobility’, he said regulatory requirements
were the main drivers: By 2025 alone, CO2
emissions in the EU were to be cut by 30
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MIH IS BUILDING THE ANDROID
OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES

William Wei
CTO, MHI & Foxconn Group

William Wei, CTO of the MHI & Foxconn Group,
described the role of the MIH Open Platform
by saying: „MIH is the softer side of Foxconn.“
His lecture title was ‘MIH – the Android of EV’.
While Foxconn is primarily a m
 anufacturer
of electronic components, MIH aims to
establish itself as an open software platform
for electric vehicles. Wei made a c omparison
with developments in the s martphone
sector, where N
 okia had been ousted by
Apple’s iPhone, and Google created an open
platform – A
 ndroid – for a large community
of d
 evelopers. He sees a similar situation with
automobiles, saying they were increasingly
“networked with e
 verything.” As examples
of new applications, Wei cited autonomous
driving functionality, individual personalization,
fleet management, robotic taxis, the smart
home office and more besides. Unlike with
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smartphones, however, he said there were
also ‘mission-critical characteristics’, namely
real-time a
 vailability, data security and d
 riving
safety. Asked whether an open system was
more insecure than proprietary solutions, Wei
gave an interesting answer: “Closed solutions
can almost always be re-engineered; an open
architecture actually makes it easier to ensure
security.”

IT‘S HARD TO LOVE SOMETHING
YOU CAN‘T TRUST

Alexander Edwards
President,Strategic Vision

Over the years, Alexander Edwards, President
of Strategic Vision, has built up a vast pool of
data on motorists’ behavior. His lecture ‘How
energy matters in m
 obility post pandemic’
focused on changes in customer behavior
caused by the p
 andemic and by increasing
electrification. Edwards said over half of BEV
drivers now worked from home, c ompared
to just one third at the beginning of C
 ovid.
Naturally, that m
 eant electricity or fuel prices

were less important. However, p
 eople were
now less willing to use public t ransport or
services such as Uber. The b
 iggest problem
with BEVs was that for most Americans,
they were simply not affordable yet. That
said, people’s willingness to lease was
growing. Generally speaking, Edwards said, a
minimum range of 300 miles was important
to increase the acceptance of BEVs. His data
also y
 ielded some amusing facts: BEV and
PHEV drivers like to daydream, HEV drivers
enjoy r eading and hiking, and diesel drivers
are avid c ampers. Another finding from his
research: First and foremost, BEVs need
to be safe and reliable. „It‘s hard to love
something you can‘t trust.“ In that respect,
Edwards said, traditional, established premium
manufacturers like Audi would raise the bar
higher still.

FROM CONSULTING TO
CONSERVING – A COMMERCIAL
VEHICLE MANUFACTURER AS A
FULL-RANGE PROVIDER

Gary Horvat
VP eMobility, Navistar

Gary Horvat, VP eMobility at Navistar, talked
about the ‘Breakthroughs needed for viable
electrification of commercial applications’.
He said five ‘C’s accompany customers
throughout the entire life cycle: C
 onsulting,
Charging, Constructing, Connecting and
Conserving. For Horvat, the best way to
optimize ROI lies in Consulting in the triad of
OEMs, fleet and infrastructure operators. As
an example, he cited the cooperation between
Daimler, Iveco, Shell and OMV in Europe. For
Charging, Horvat sees a need for up to 180 kW,
to enable full charges in less than one hour.
Horvat also advocates vehicle-to-grid (VTG)
and vehicle-to-building (VTB) solutions. For
the latter, exchanging energy directly b
 etween
vehicles and buildings would be p
 ossible.

He said the solution options for producing
hydrogen were also diverse, and d
 emonstrated
the high level of flexibility by naming eight
production variants. These ranged from
CO2-neutral to the worst form, based on
fossil fuels. As for Constructing, meaning his
company’s own production planning, Horvat
said Navistar expected BEVs and FCEVs to
have a 30 percent share by 2030.
By then, battery costs would have d
 ropped
to $58 / kWh from almost $1200 / kWh in
2010. An interesting idea proposed by Horvat
involved a modular ‘dual p
 ower s ource’ system
for battery and fuel cell o
 peration. Another
big topic was C
 onnecting. Horvat expects
networked fleets, with their benefits for route
guidance, diagnosis, et cetera, to be the
standard in 2030. He concluded by saying
Conserving was a major challenge: today, for
example, just five percent of Li-ion batteries
were recycled; by 2030, cathodes could
potentially be made from 30 percent recycled
material.
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THOUSANDS OF ENGINEERS
BECOME ELECTRIFICATION
EXPERTS

Dr. Otmar Scharrer
Senior Vice President, Research &
Development Electrified Powertrain
Technology, ZF

In his lecture ‘The future is electric – the role of
Tier 1 suppliers in the t ransformation t owards
e-mobility’, D
 r. Otmar S
 charrer, S
 enior Vice
President, Research & Development E
 lectrified
Powertrain Technology, ZF, began by saying
that customers in different world regions
wanted very different electric vehicles. So for a
supplier like ZF, the success factors were a
‘modular kit’ approach, a suitableinverter
strategy, software excellence, and the right
company organization. The modular kit
enabled a ‘fast-to-market’ approach, high
product maturity and economies of scale. For
example, ZF had developed an electric motor
that yielded thirteen v
 ariants from one stator
design and two rotor d
 esigns. The inverter also
used a modular configuration, and was suitable
for three different vehicle segments with

 latforms ranging from 400 to 800V. Scharrer
p
said ZF also took a modular approach to
software, to enable functional validation as
early as possible; middleware should no longer
need to be modified during the development
process. He said ZF was also responding to the
new challenges in electronics and software
with the so-called E-Cademy – an internal
training program that thousands of engineers
had already completed. It allows many of them
to retrain – for example as system engineers
and software developers. He pointed out that
trainees were already involved in development
projects during their training.

BATTERY AND FUEL CELL
COSTS WILL FALL FURTHER

Jeffrey Hemphill
CTO Americas, Schaeffler

Jeffrey Hemphill, CTO Americas at Schaeffler,
began his lecture ‘Challenges and progress in
electrification, batteries, and hydrogen’ with
some optimistic insights: we don’t always have
to focus on doom and gloom. Deaths from

 atural disasters had fallen to a fraction during
n
the last century; the affordability of consumer
goods had r isen steadily; and forest cover in
Europe and Africa had increased. Of course,
we still needed to reduce CO2 emissions – and
the answer here was electrification, including
fuel cell drives. He said that while electric
motors had been around for almost 200 years,
many advances were possible – for example
cooling windings directly to enable constant
cooling for longer periods of time. Hemphill
was also upbeat about battery costs, noting
that they have dropped from over 5,000 $ /
kWh in 1992 to less than 200 $ today. He sees
solid-state batteries as the next step. He said
the cost of fuel cells had fallen from 124 $ / kW
in 2006 to less than 50 $ / kW, and set 30 $
as a target. His final message: „Managing the
energy flows in a vehicle system has never
been more important.“

CHALLENGES – BUT A BRIGHT
FUTURE FOR ENGINEERS
What was particularly remarkable about the
plenary lectures at this year‘s symposium? For
example the degree to which electrification is
now setting the a
 genda as a matter of course.
It was also interesting that discussions are

increasingly shifting from the component level
to a system level – not only in the vehicle,
but far beyond. Hardware components are
increasingly seen as modular building blocks
being coordinated by software, which in turn
communicates and interacts with the outside
world. The current shortage of semiconductors
turns out to be a major challenge.
No question, the industry is dealing with big
challenges and rapid changes, but the train
toward electrification seems to be rolling.
Innovation is advancing at rapid pace. In
fact, many optimistic voices were heard, for
example with regard to the opportunities of
young engineers. Next year, discussions will
continue at the CTI Symposium USA, and
planning has already begun. We look forward
to meeting with you again on May 18-19,
2022 – in real life, in Novi, which is a
 nother
good news.

